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Coffee House
Dave Lyon, noted for his
work in the jazz field, will
appear at the Coffee House
Friday night as part of a ben-
efit concert. Dian McPherson
a n d Zoltan Vasale, well-
known university folk per-
formers (pictured below),
highlight the Saturday night
session. Donation for
each benefit concert is $.50.
Juniors to use candid
shots in new mugbook
Candid shots of "juniors in
action" will highlite the new mug-
book for the Class of 1970.
According to junior mugbook
Committee Chairman Edie Lauber,
the traditional mugshot will remain,
but the emphasis will be on candid
shots of "juniors in action." Also
included will be a tentative schedule
of events during the 1969-70 school
year.
Juniors are urged to send snap-
shots of themselves "doing their
own thing" to 103 Knox Hall on or
before December 15.
The mugbook for the Class of
1970 will go on sale in March; no
price has yet been fixed, nor has a
publisher been found, but progress
is being made.
A similar project to enhance the
mugbook began a few years ago,
but was abandoned due to the lack
of a photographer, and a lack of
class support.
This year, junior Ken Jones is
the class photographer. Other mem-
bers of the mugbook committee
are: Ann Johnson. Carol Conners,
Lois Dahl, Valerie Morrison, Pat
Stefka, Reno Thibodeau, Fran
Paradis, and Darryl Steepe.
The response to mimeography
notices to juniors has been good,
but there are still many who have
not sent in snapshots. Snapshots
should be approximately two by
three inches.
Help with artwork and in other
areas is still sought; class support
is important. Anyone wishing to
help out, please contact chairman
Edie Lauber. 306 Androscoggin
Hall, or any other committee mem-
ber.
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Musical weekend benefit
Coffee House stages concerts
by
The Coffee House will hold a
benefit concert Friday and Saturday
night, with proceeds going to help
pay for new sound equipment and
other needed items. Two shows will
be given each night, one at 8:30
and one at 10:30.
Friday night will feature guitarists
Dave Lyon and Steve McKinney.
Lyon, a regular at the Coffee House
plays an assortment of blues num-
bers. McKinney. new to the folk
scene at Maine, performs a wide as-
sortment of songs. With them in the
same show will be Ned Smith, a
performer whose versatility runs
from guitar to bagpipes.
Saturday night promises to be a
memorable experience for folk 'en-
thusiasts. Dian and Zoltan, who in
three years have become synono-
mous with the Coffee House, will
perform separately and as a team.
With them will be Steve Belitz. an
accomplished guitarist, and Alden
Flanders, whose mixing of back-
woods and contemporary folk styles
with skill in banjo and twelve string
guitar comprises a highly entertain-
ing package.
The Coffee House is one of those
places on campus that most students
Advisory Group
organizes tasks
At its first meeting held Nov. 24
the President's Advisory Group on
Student Services discussed its
methods of operation and decided
upon what specific services it could
look into.
The committee, formed as the
outcome of a heated Student Senate
meeting which discussed student
services and the handling of a recent
campus issue, has divided its mem-
bership into small groups which
will each look into specific aspects
of Student Services.
The two-man subcommittees will
visit their specific areas to obtain
an overview of aims and operations
of present Student Service functions.
The offices tested will he Testing
and Counseling. Placement and Stu-
dent Aid. Dean of Men. Dean of
Women. Student Union, Health
Center, and the Office of Religious
Affairs.
Senate Vice-President Stan
Cowan, co-chairman of the com-
mittee, reported that the subcom-
mittees will be asking student
groups as well as individuals to
contribute.
Letters soliciting advice and
recommendations as well as in-
formation, are being sent to faculty
members, the Director of South
Campu s, student organizations
(I.F.C., AWS, etc.), and student
faculty committees (Senate, Student
Life, Social Affairs committees,
etc.).
Also "the Committee is in the
process of collecting and studying
organizational charts of other
schools" in order to learn how the
area of Student Services may be
restructured, possibly from scratch.
Rubenstein tries again
Generation gap discussion
Dr. Richard L. Rubenstein, di-
rector of the Wnai B'rith Hillel
Foundation. will make his second
attempt at speaking to University
of Maine students and guests Tues-
day, Dec. 10, at 8 p.m. in the main
lounge of the Memorial Union.
Rubenstein's first attempt, sched-
uled for Nov. 12, was thwarted by
an early season snowstorm which
prevented him from reaching Orono
in time to deliver his talk.
Rubenstein has ',een quoted as
saying, "The death of God as a cul-
tural event is undeniable, but this
is no reason to dance at the funeral
for man alone is incapable of
eliminating tragedy from life."
He believes that religion still
has a worthwhile social value in an
age of atheism.
The author of "After Auschwitz"
and chaplain to Jewish students at
the Univer sit y of Pittsburgh,
Carnegie-Mellon University, Du-
quesne University and Chatham
College, Rubenstein will speak on
the topic, "Generation Gap—
World-Wide Student Revolt" at
the Dec. 10 session sponsored by
the university's Student Religious
Association. The meeting is open to
the public.
Holder of a master's degree from
Jewish Theological Seminary and a
doctorate in psychology of religion
from Harvard, Rabbi Rubenstein
believes the primary role of reli-
gion is priestly and "offers men a
ritual and mythic structure in which
the abiding realities of life and
death can be shared."
He expressed his disbelief in
Judaism's traditional deity in "After
Auschwitz," a collection of essays
published in 1966.
Rubenstein has traveled and
taught extensively on the Continent
and in 1965 offered a series of lec-
tures at the Catholic University of
Lublin. Poland. He also lectured at
Catholic institutions in Warsaw and
Krakow and is the first American
Jewish theologian to lecture at an
institution of higher learning be-
hind the Iron Curtain.
never know about. They hear about
it or somebody mentions it in con-
versation, but they never see it.
People ask -where is it" and they
get told "on the road just off cam-
pus". They walk up and down Col-
lege Ave., and Route 2 and they
never find it and they assume it isn't
there. But it is on the road just off
campus, on the road that goes past
York Hall and the University
Cabins.
And if you come on a Wednes-
day, Friday or Saturday night you'll
find not only the Coffee House but
the people and programs that make
it work.
An evenings activities can range
from debate with the university
president to just listening to records,
any record you happen to bring. In
between, entertainment runs the
gamut from theater productions to
live performances by the campus'
best folk, rock and jazz artists. And
if the performing bug gets you, the
open hoots held every month are
an opportunity to play, sing or read
before an audience.
The Coffee House is sponsored
by the Maine Christian Association
but the affiliation ends when the
budgets done and the doors open.
What goes on there is up to a com-
mittee of students, made up of any-
one interested and advised by MCA
chaplin John Pickering.
The entertainment does not stop
with music either. An average night
always finds a few card games going,
not to mention scrabble or checkers.
There are always an assortment of
magazines around as well as paper-
back books for browsing and sale.
Two students have exhibited their
art work at the Coffee House this
year and any person is invited to do
so.
Coffee is certainly not the only
beverage served. The food counter
hosts three or four varieties of tea,
several kinds of soft drinks and hot
chocolate. Potato chips, crackers,
donuts and occasionally bagels are
also available. When its cold out-
side there's always a group of coffee
drinkers who accumulate around the
fireplace.
Dian and Zoltan
Hancock, Corbett win
69 Inter-Dorm Sing
The U. of M. Inter-Dormitory
Sing was held Sunday, Nov. 24,
with 18 dormitories participating
before an estimated audience of
300. Also represented was Vaughn
Hall, of the U. of M. Nursing
School at Portland.
Hancock, led by Charlotte Wea-
ver, won first place in the women's
division, singing "Song of Hope."
Somerset. led by Joanne Monagan,
took second place with "Regina
Caeli." Third place went to An-
droscoggin, led by Janice Kitchin,
with "Sounds of Silence."
In the men's division, Corbett.
led by John Howe, won first place
with "Aura Lee." Second place
went to Dunn, led by Richard
Bowne, with "Ezekial Saw de
Wheel." Gannett, led by Paul
Chamberlain, won third place with
"You'll Never Walk Alone."
The singers were judged on the
following points: imagination used
in selecting the song, the appropri-
ateness of the song, the appearance
of the singers, diction, attack and
release, dynamics, tempo, pitch.
balance of parts, phrasing, and tone
quality.
Judges for the event were: Mrs.
Irwin Douglas, Mrs Frederick
Meyer. and Mr Matthew McNeary.
Pogo Two
Andreas Papandreou
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Papandreou
Greek exile speaks
Andreas Papandreou, son of the
former prime minister of Greece,
will speak Friday at 8 p.m. under
the Distinguished Lecture Series. At
the Memorial Gym, the former Uni-
versity of California, Berkeley, eco-
nomics professor will discuss the
present Greek political situation.
As a former Greek party leader,
Papandreou was exiled this past
summer due to the act of a military
dictatorship that took over Greece
in December, 1967. His father,
George Papandreou, the deposed
prime minister, recently died in ex-
ile, though he had been held in
custody by the junta until October,
1968.
Since he went into exile, after the
right-wing junta declared amnesty,
Andreas Papandreou has been so-
liciting support throughout Europe
and Scandanavia. He was met with
such enthusiasm in Sweden that he
choose Stockholm as t he head-
quarters of the "Panhellenic Liber-
ation Movement."
The Movement was established to
coordinate clandestine resistance
groups within Greece in their work
against the military junta and is
financially supported by the Swedish
Social Democratic Party.
Papandreou studied at Harvard
and has more recently taught eco-
nomics at various American univer-
sities. In 1964 and 1965 he served
as Deputy Minister for Economic
Coordination in his father's Cabinet.
Speaking at UCalifornia, Papan-
dreou has criticized United States
foreign policy "because of its con-
tinued support of the military junta
which has ruled Greece for a year."
According to Papandreou, leader
of Greece's leftist Center Union
Party, the American reaction to the
military coup was based on a myth.
"The Greek colonels who backed
the coup were supposedly saving
Greece from the Communists. And
the American Embassy concurred
with that announcement."
In taking over the government,
the army seized the palace, govern-
ment offices and the nation's radio
a n d television stations. Political
leaders, including Papandreou, were
arrested and eleven articles of the
Greek constitution were suspended.
Papandreou is working for what
he calls "direct democracy" in the
Greece of his plans. However he
considers a Vietnam inevitable in
Greece, seeing no obstacle in the
present reluctance of the Soviet Un-
ion to underwrite left-wing revolts.
The Greek underground brought
Greece back from Nazi control and
Papandreou apparently believes it
can aPain work miracles and release
his country from military control.
Varsity Band change image,
hope for larger membership
The Varsity Band, best known
for appearances as a pep band
during the '67-'68 basketball season,
is changing its image.
This year the members of the
group will be sharing their duties.
Band Director Larry Douglas said
Not sure what you want to do? Join the club.
Du Pont Company
Room 6688
Wilmington, DE 19898
I'd like your latest information
on opportunities at Du Pont
for graduates
with degrees in 
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Du Pont wants engineers who want to grow
professionally. And we have great respect for
the guy who'd like to "know more about it" be-
fore he marries a specific kind of job. We even
have a plan to help him.
It's called "planned mobility"—a sort of
intramural job hop. You don't get into a train-
ing program. You get into a job. If it doesn't fit
you, or you it, you get into a second job or a fifth
or a sixth, until you find the one you want to
grow with. It gives you time to decide while
you're broadening professionally.
Ask the Du Pont interviewer about it. Ask
him anything. He was in your shoes very
recently.
An Equal Opportunity Employer (M/F)
PON)
College" 'Relations
this week that musicians from the
Concert and Varsity Bands will
form four smaller groups. Each of
these will perform as a pep band
twice this season.
The new arrangement allows
the Varsity Band time to con-
centrate on expanded activities.
Douglas hinted the group may per-
form its first concert this spring.
The growing future of this new
group has created the need for
an increased number of interested
musicians, said Douglas. The mem-
bership, presently 15, is open to
anyone connected with the Univer-
sity or the surrounding community.
Participating students receive one
credit hour and much valuable ex-
perience, said the director.
The Varsity Band, as a supple-
ment to the 70 member Concert
Band, trains and supplies talent for
that group as well as for the
marching band.
According to Douglas, any inter-
ested person is eligible to apply for
membership and should contact
him in Lord Hall before the be-
ginning of the Spring semester.
"" • •.-1S:',.,543,6.'s.
Year in and year out,
Clipper Craft's Oxford
sport coat has been the
young man's favorite.
The traditional natural
shoulder styling has
been captured for fall
in boldly patterned
handsome all wool fab-
rics in your choice of
the season's most ex-
hilerating colors. You'll
probably want two,
they're all so good look-
ing ... and they're only
140 and up
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Revenge, greed displayed
The Visit next for Masque
Dr. Arnold C. Co!bath, director
of the Maine Masque production of
"The Visit," has high expectations
for the play which will open Dec.
10 in Hauck Auditorium.
Intellect and emotion undergo a
three-way stretch to grasp all the
action in Duerrematt's eccentric
tragi-comedy. Fear, guilt feelings,
and underlying motivations for ac-
tions are sources of dramatic power.
"The Visit" has three central
ideas: Schill has wronged Claire;
Claire has money; the townspeople
desire money. As the play opens,
Anton Schill is leading a quiet life,
having forgotten his past wrongs to
Claire.
Claire thinks anything can be
bought for a price, and plots against
Schill, in retribution for his earlier
treachery to her. She thinks she can
possess Schill only by carrying him
to her villa in a coffin. The towns-
people refuse her demand, but she
is content to amuse herself by wait-
ing and playing on their greed for
money.
Sally Nichols portrays Claire
Zachanassian. After graduating from
Western Reserve University, she
served her professional acting ap-
prenticeship at the Cleveland Play
Black America problem
will be subject at UMP
What do the people of Maine
know of the problems of Black
America? This is the question that
students of the International Educa-
tion Club at the Portland campus
of the University of Maine asked
themselves this fall when they be-
gan planning Black America Week
to be held December 9-14 on the
Portland campus.
In an effort to introduce people
to these unique problems, national
leaders have been invited to speak
formally and informally to students
and the general public. In addition,
informative films depicting the
achievement of black people will
be shown and the Job Corps Singers
will perform.
The event is intended to be an
educational experience rather than
a token gesture initiated by the
fact that racial problems are cur-
Honors Meeting
There will be a meeting of all
students in the Honors Program
Wednesday, Dec. 11, at 6:30 p.m.
in the Totman Room of the Me-
morial Union.
FOR RENT — Furnished house, 4
rooms and bath, excellent location,
reasonable rent, for young married
couple. Students welcome. Call Mrs.
Thomas, 55 Chase Road, Veazie,
942-5446.
20tot Cation-Fat mots
FRANK SINATRA
CINEMA I
BREWER SHOPPING
CENTER
rently so much in the news. Miss
Lee Wilcox, a junior from Saco. is
chairman of the week's program.
Says Miss Wilcox, "The racial
problem in Maine is in some ways
an invisible one because of the
small black population in the area.
However, we feel that this is all the
more reason to focus the education-
al spotlight on Black America."
Miss Wilcox explains the purpose
of the program by saying. "We hope
that the experience will serve not
as a token of passing concern, but
as an intensive introduction to basic
issues facing America today, and
that the week's program will be co-
ordinated with future efforts to
understand white and black atti-
tudes."
The speakers who will be on
campus include Prof. Martin L.
Kilson, Department of Govern-
ment. Harvard University; Kermit
Coleman. Special Counsel to the
American Civil Liberties Union's
Special Project dealing with legal
problems of the Chicago ghetto;
Rev. Charles Cobb, Committee on
Racial Justice of the United Church
of Christ; William L. Robinson,
NAACP Legal Defense and Educa-
tion Fund; and Bernard Charles.
City College of New York.
In addition to public discussions,
these speakers will visit classrooms.
House. In addition, she has directed
children's theater, and worked in
summer stock, and costuming. She
has acted in productions of "Long
Day's Journey Into Night," "Happy
Haven," "Skin of Our Teeth," and
"Case of Libel."
The role of Claire Zachanassian
is especially challenging, because
the actress has to use a wooden arm
and leg, and tricks to reverse aging
—including hair coloring, make-up,
and clothes.
Harry Davis plays the role of
Anton Schill. Davis did master's
work at Baylor University, and
gained practical experience with the
Dallas Theater. At Baylor, Davis
played one of the townspeople in
a production of "The Visit." This
past association should give his a
double perspective on Schill's part
in "The Visit."
Sally Nichols and Harry Davis
stress the importance of ensemble
playing in "The Visit." Close co-
operation is needed to skillfully por-
tray the slow wearing down of Schill
to aid Claire's purpose.
International supper
An International Student Supper
will be held Sunday Dec. 8 at 5:30
p.m. in the basement of the Orono
Methodist Church. Students will be
picked up by Orono families at
4 p.m. to socialize in their homes
and then go on to the supper.
A sign-up sheet will be in East
Annex until Friday afternoon for
interested students.
Masquers ready for The Visit
Sham & Set $2.50 Long Hair $3.50
Thibodeau's Beauty Shop
Prop.: Don Parent
37 N. Main Street Old Town
827-3485
Open Thurs. and Fri. evenings by appt.
THIS COUPON
IS GOOD
FOR
$.15 OFF
on '/2 Pint and
$.25 OFF
on 1 Pint of
ONION RINGS
on Dec. 9, 10, 11
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SPECIAL
FOR GRADUATING SENIORS
Pontiac Firebird
New or Late Models
NO MONEY DOWN
Ternpest
For Details, Stop in
Talk to Any of Our Sales Force
Open Monday-Saturday 8-8
KELLEY PONTIAC Inc.
699 Broadway Next to Shopping Center
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impression
by David Daniel
Post magazine did an article on
rock music recently that woke me
out of a long sleep I've been in.
Eleven wild years have gone by
since Bill Haley and the Comets
jumped on the scene with "Rock
Around the Clock." Eleven years.
That must seem like a long time
for those who predicted rock
wouldn't last six months. I began
to think of all the music since 1957
and to wonder if any single quality
could characterize it. I decided the
place where I might find a clue to
my question is KJ's. They have the
best rock show in Maine: and old
Spud, the sage, hangs out there.
Sitting at a front table drinking
beer is Spud. I sit down and ask
him how he is. He says he is al-
most sober but doesn't plan to be
for long, so I tell him what I am
looking for. I want to understand
II years of music.
"Well," he mumbles and clears
his throat. "1 think, to come to
grips with this question you must
consider the phenomenon of social
mobility—the process of distinction
and extinction."
Orono, Maine, December 5, 1968
music and horatio alger
I nod like I understand, hoping
he will say more. He tells me he
thinks that singers and groups
have been, for the most part,
rather short on talent and long
only on hair and luck. I make a
note of this.
I am only starting to understand
when there is a terrific crash outside.
A beer truck must have capsized
because Spud's chair is empty
when I get through blinking. Again
I am alone with my question.
Soon the lights go out and spot-
lights announce the start of the
show. A group of six men come
pushing on stage. With slow, sur-
veying glances, a lifting of eye-
brows and nods that ask "Now?"
they begin to perform. They seem
out of the key at first, and after
two minutes there is no question
about it.
Their music is a clever mingling
of accordian and kazoo sounds,
backed by a typewriter wired for
noise. It seems like a kind of new
symphonic rucus, like it might have
had its inception at a gay bar in
Provincetown. However, for some
secret, well-hidden reason, this
The Dark Ages
It is entirely possible
That is how History will refer to our time...
When the smog hovering over our cities
The dark hunger haunting our tenements
The darker crime stalking our streets
Is remembered.
However History describes our era
We hope it will also
be remembered
As the time when a young girl's heart
Beat a moment of life into a dying man . .
As the time when primitive peoples
Leaped across centuries of progress
To take their place at
The World conference table ...
As the time when Man first struggled to
Close the gap between the
Social and technological sciences.
You don't start clean.
Your Century is partially written.
If your chapter is to carry the torch
That can blaze across the dark corners of our age
You face a job of heroic proportions.
We think you're up to it.
You are our life insurance.
Phoenix
Mutual
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
RT room. coNNoccrocuv
group has made it. Tangled among
the network of chords and lyrics
that are gangling up my ears is a
mysterious, soul
-grabbing thing.
The sounds roll on, splashing out
into our laps. The audience is rapt.
In the smoky darkness 1 begin to
squirm. What is it? Where in
these elusive rhythms does the
genie lie—coiled, ready to serve
the young masters who have freed
it: What is the key to 11 years of
music:
Intermission comes and I get out-
side to relax. As I'm there gulping
in the cool night air, someone
comes swaggering outside for a
smoke. He doesn't look 16 yet. I
recognize him as the group's ac-
cordianist, a tall, wonderfully
skinny boy with terminal acne.
"Excuse me." I say, nervously
trying not to be nervous. "Your
music is  very good."
"Good?" he says, as though I've
missed the point. "What you are
seeing tonight are the reluctant but
chosen spokesmen of the age!"
My mouth is open and I have an
impulse to tug my collar.
"It's our ability to appeal to the
ID," he says, oozing the word.
"We're erotic."
Before 1 can recover he is gone
and soon the show begins. It is
magnificent. One hundred and seven
pounders all, and hair is half of it.
The first song is a canticle called
"A Portrait of a Typist as Trans-
vestite." It is a symbolic motif based
on the group's electric typewritist
who evidently studied for a year at
Kathryn Gibbs, disguised as a girl.
The next several pieces are so
original and obscure I begin to
grope. What can they mean? I look
helplessly around me. No-one else
moves: they are digging it.
"Is it T.S. Elliot? Ezra Pound?"
ask a girl sitting near me.
"No," she whispers, "it's Uncle
Wiggley. Be quiet." And she is
serious.
The answer! I suddenly know
what it is about our music. It's
novelty! But it is more; it is the
ability to rise overnight, from the
slime to the limelight. This is what
Spud meant by mobility, why every
week a new group makes it big just
that once and is never heard from
again. It is 1880's American, com-
petitive, democratic, laissezfaire, no
monopoly laws. And the only thing
needed is a difference.
I sit dazed, thinking of the future
of rock music. This is only the be-
ginning. The possibilities are infinite.
At last, undaunted by screams,
tank-truck smoke, an d swirling
lights, the group clashes to their
finale: "When the Saints Come
Marching In" played through a VW
muffler and sung into a Pan Am
throw-up bag.
When the music stops, the spot-
lights flunk out, a drum rolls, a thin
'purple strobe flashes on the drum
face. And the group's name is sul-
iminally etched on every brain:
Barnswallow and the Kinky Frog
Legs!
Look for them on the Top Ten.
Tree Sale
The third annual Christmas tree
sale, sponsored by the Forestry Club
and Xi Sigma Pi Honor Society,
will begin this weekend.
The sale will take place adjacent
to the new Forestry Building. Trees
and greens are freshly cut and
attractively priced. The sale will
continue next week.
Sports Car Club
The University of Maine Sports
Car Club will sponsor a sports car
rally Sunday, Dec. 8, beginning at
12:30 p.m. Registration will began
at 11:30 a.m. at Sigma Nu fra-
ternity, with a drivers' meeting im-
mediately following. Flashlights
will be a necessity for the rally.
Cars will be limited to one driver
and one navigator. For more in-
formation call Mike Mathieson or
John Richardson at 866-4483.
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Life celebration
The Maine Campus
The Maine Christian Association held an unorthodox
service Sunday, Nov. 24. Planned by MCA chaplain John
Pickering, the service was centered around the theme of
"Celebrate Life". Foregoing the normal minister-congrega-
tion arrangement, Rev. Pickering invited the entire congre-
gation onto the stage at Hauck Auditorium with him. The
grmin formed a Ivirge circle around the altar, listened to re-
cordings by the Beatles and from the musicale "Hair."
UM senators go to DC
Potential speakers contacted
Student Senate president Steve
Hughes and Senator J. Alexander
Boardman spent their Thanksgiving
vacation in Washington D.C.
attending the conference of the As-
sociated Student Governments
(ASG). Hughes reported that he
and Boardman went to the confer-
ence not as delegates, as the Uni-
versity of Maine Student Senate
does not belong to the organization,
but to observe the proceedings and
look into joining the organization.
The Student Senate belonged to
the organization in thc past but
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Do You Have A
Problem?
VINER'S REPAIRS MOST
BRANDS OF
Record Players
Radios
Televisions
Tape Recorders
Amplifiers
Musical Instruments
Complete Lines Of
Accessories
VINERS MUSIC
20 Broad St. Bangor
dropped its membership last year.
Hughes said the last student ad-
ministration considered the or-
ganization ineffective and thus
dropped membership. He said he
went to Washington to look into
the matter himself. The senate has
also been considering joining the
National Student Association,
another affiliation of student gov-
ernments. At present Hughes has
made no positive consideration of
either group. Discussion of the two
associations is slated for a future
senate meeting.
While in Washington, Hughes
and Boardman contacted several
persons in an attempt to line up
more speakers for the Distinguished
Lecture Series. Ramsey Clark was
one possibility the pair came back
with. Contact was also made with
representatives from Sena-
tors Muskie and Smith's offices in
the hopes that they could appear on
campus. Representative Peter Kyros
told Hughes that he would be inter-
ested in an extended visit which
would possibly include speaking at
individual dormitories on campus.
SLEEPERS
S.
The "In" Fashions Are At
The Norfolk
Tradition
THE NEW
BELTED LOOK
with
4-Button Styling.
Leather Buttons.
Sand and Tobacco
Colors.
$35.00
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UM Goodwill Chest kicks-off
Dec. 2-13universitywide campaign
Solicitors will be around collect-
ing in the dormitories for the
Goodwill Chest from Dec. 2-13.
Students in the Dormitories will
collect money from the on campus
students. Off campus students can
send their contributions to the Good-
will Chest c/o Memorial Union.
The only recognized charity
drive on campus, the Goodwill
Chest collects money for many dif-
ferent charities only once a year.
The money is then divided among
such charities as the Heart Fund
and the Cancer Society.
This year Alpha Phi Omega is
in charge of the drive with Bob
Smullen as chairman.
Seniors and
Graduate Students
Career hunt with 90 of the finest companies
having operations located in the New Jersey/New
York metropolitan area. On December 26-27 at the
Marriott Motor Hotel, intersection of Garden State
Parkway and Route 80, Saddle Brook, New Jersey.
For more details, including a listing of spon-
soring companies, see your college placement
director or write to the non-profit sponsor of the
second annual "Career-In": Industrial Relations
Association of Bergen County, P. 0. Box 533,
Saddle Brook, New Jersey 07662.
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Playtex* invents the first-day tampon
(We took the inside out
to show you how different it is.)
Outside: it's softer and silky (not cardboardy).
Inside: it's so extra absorbent...it even protects on
your first day. Your worst day!
In every lab test against the old cardboardy kind...
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent.
Actually 45 % more absorbent on the average
than the leading regular tampon.
Because it's different. Actually adjusts to you.
It flowers out. Fluffs out. Designed to protect every
is almost zero!
Try it fast.
inside inch of you. So thec.hianceioorf a mishap
14 i'dWhy live in the past? .cap .r *Tr-
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guest editorial
are you a university man?
by charles f. sawhill virtue, professor emeritus of philosophy
One of the elder statesmen on this campus
when I came here twenty-two years ago was
George Davis Chase, A.B., Harvard, 1889;
A.M., 1895; Ph.D., 1897; LL. D., Maine,
1927; Dean Emeritus of Graduate Study and
Professor Emeritus of Classics. I have given
1.I.an Chase all of his titles to make a point.
When I was introduced to him he asked me
bluntly, "Are you a university man?" I replied
that I hoped so.
The question is still a pertinent one. Some
one has said that the university is the most
beautiful of all institutions created by man.
Dean Chase, graduating from college eighty
years ago, had when I knew him the advantage
of a temporal perspective. I know that if a gray
beard guaranteed wisdom it would be just as
well—and a whole lot cheaper—to employ
goats as professors (Do I hear a derisive chant,
We do! We do! ?). But still, there is a point
sometimes forgotten: A. N. Whitehead says in
the most trenchant essay on education written
in the 20th century that the only justification
for the existence of a university is to unite the
wisdom of age with the zest of youth. To be a
student at the University of Maine is to join
in this adventure.
John Dewey, the best known of American
philosophers, began to say fifty years ago that
the essence of education is to learn to adjust to
and to control change. It seems to me that the
present generation of college students is admir-
able in being the first generation to take this
insight seriously. Whitehead says that the uni-
versity is the future in so far as sensitive per-
ception and responsible thought can make it so.
Transition in culture is never a smooth and
easy process. All sorts of errors are bound to
be made. Indeed, to apply a famous apocryphal
1.1w, Chisholm's Law, "If a mistake can be
made, it will be made. If a situation is so clear
that it is impossible for a mistake to be made,
it will be made anyway." And, I would add,
even the most dedicated and loyal person may
be the one that makes the mistake.
A major characteristic of cultural—and
hence of educational—evolution is precisely
that it is always evolutionary—i.e., a trial-and-
error process; and biologists and anthiopolo-
gists know that only a small proportion of
deviations in structure are of survival value.
The great majority of "original" ideas are
down-right mistakes. They are, in fact, lethal.
If in the complexities of living, a hair divides
the false and the true, it is no wonder that cul-
tural advance is so costly. We pay for all ad-
vance by the harm done by mistaken proposals
as well as the harm done by hanging onto old
ways that are no longer appropriate.
A vital change in the conduct of higher edu-
cation in the past decade is the sensitizing and
organizing of college students' awareness of the
crucial personal-and-social importance of their
own educational experience. This awareness
has been different in France than in Mexico;
it has its own characteristic flavor in Japan and
China; in West Germany, Czechoslovakia and
Russia, different cultural styles have provoked
different student responses; and in the free and
dynamic culture of the United States, student
response has in some ways been the most in-
teresting of all.
Not all student action has been good. Some
of it is brash, crude, rude, ill-conceived, adoles-
cent in its short-range focus, flawed by the
peculiar cruelty of self-centered youth. Some
of the old-young theoreticians of student re-
bellion, the Tom Haydens, the Jerry Rubins—
themselves the students of older mainly Euro-
pean theoreticians and social critics—are of
dubious wisdom. A Mario Savio, a Mark Rudd
(a Rudi Dutschke in Prague and a Daniel
Cohn-Bendit in Germany and France), seem
carried away by doctrinaire ideology and a
kind of exhibitionistic love of disruptive action
for its own sake. Some of the anarchistic and
collectivistic theory of the New Left is indeed
horrendous in its cynical or despairing attitude
toward humane values; some of it is shrewd
and intelligent adaptation of sociological (so-
cial and class), economic and political obser-
vation by our best social psychologists and
political and economic theorists. A great deal
of contemporary student action is not New
Left at all.
Contemporary student awareness of educa-
tional content and methods differs from typical
campus
editorials
open season
in answer
its Sandy Murphy
AWS Publicity Chairman
After having read some recent
articles pertaining to Associated Wo-
men Students, it seems to be ob-
vious that there are definite mis-
understandings concern:ng the
structure and purpose of the or-
ganization. As the Pk Woman
referred to in the November 21
issue of the Maine Campics, I will
try to clarify some points of
pi esent confusion.
The stiucture of AWS is really
quite elementary, but essential in
order to be an effective organiza-
tion. Like most organizations, the
executive board is the primary
building block. The members of the
board are: AWS officers, standing
committee chairmen. JAWS con-
tact, and the senior woman at large.
If action of any kind is to be taken
by AWS as a whole, the initial step
is for the executive board to discuss
such action with the General Coun-
cil. The General Council consists
of: members of the executive
board, house presidents, and the
president of off-campus women,
freshmen representatives, chief
justice and jury members, the con-
stitution committee, and members
of standards and activities boards.
It was this General Council which
recently made a public statement
concerning the evaluation of the
office of Student Affairs. If AWS
wishes to convey an opinion of the
entire organization, the women stu-
dents as a whole, many additional
channels must be pursued. The
suggested action must be taken to
dormitory house meetings, polls
and surveys must be taken, and a
campus wide vote of all women
must be conducted. The most re-
cent example of such an action is
the vote taken March 21, 1968
earlier awareness largely, I think, in its existen-
tialist quality. It is taken as is is—or as it seems
—with a curious indifference to traditional
value categories. It is not so much that tradi-
tional value standards are denied; they are
simply ignored. Contemporary music, for ex-
ample, is not judged by being compared with
already established music. Contemporary civic
concern is not thought of with reference to the
fidelity and the heroism of World War II, to
say nothing of the Civil War. There is a child-
like innocence of judgments of this sort. There
may also be a non-innocent perversity, an ir-
responsible or a vicious destructiveness. But
in those areas where the generous creativity of
youth has been matched by a willingness on
the part of responsible authority to evoke re-
sponsibility in students by encouraging them to
cooperate, some fine things have occurred.
On this campus, I can think of six such re-
sponses:
(1) the insistence on an examination of the
rightfulness of the war in Vietnam.
(2) the development of self-government in
the women's dormitories;
(3) the investigation of the bookstore.
(4) the establishment of the Disciplinary
Code.
(5) the challenging of the effectiveness of
the presidential electoral system.
(6) the evaluation of the curriculum, which
began with the rating of individual courses and
led to the establishment of the Independent
Study Program and the Special Seminars, and
has just eventuated in experiments in utilizing
student judgment in determining curricular pol-
icy by two departments in the College of Arts
and Sciences.
This is an impressive list of student concerns
and constructive student-administrative-faculty
action. One need not approve of every act or of
individual incidents to bc proud of the men and
women of this student body. To be afraid of
our students would be ridiculous were it not so
sad. Dean Godfrey and the students who ham-
mered out the magnificent Disciplinary Code
have shown themselves University Men and
Women indeed.
concerning women's self-imposed
curfew.
Concerning publicity, if a meet-
ing of the executive board is
deemed necessary by the president,
members of said board are con-
tacted. When a meeting of the Gen-
eral Council is imperative, house
presidents and house councils are
contacted. Meetings of the execu-
tive board are open to members of
the board and invited guests: how-
ever, any interested woman stu-
dent wishing to attend General
Council meetings is welcome. She
does not have the power to present
a motion or to vote; however, she
may participate during discussions
if recognized by the chair. Gen-
eral Council meetings must be held
at least twice a semester, and as
often as deemed necessary by the
president. Meetings of the General
Council are not generally publicized
to all women students. Since meet-
ings of the council directly involve
only members of that specific gov-
erning body of AWS. Minutes of
the meetings are posted in each
dormitory so that all women stu-
dents can keep up with the progress
of the organization.
The AWS is the organization of
every women student. There is al-
ways room for interested women;
all questions are welcome. Anyone
wishing to inquire about AWS
business should contact Patti Hard-
ing, 25 Myrtle Street, 866-4893, or
if she can not be reached, call my-
self, Sandy Murphy, 412 Penobscot
Hall, tel. 7880.
Perhaps these facts will help
more individuals understand AWS
and its structure. By utilizing the
appropriate channels AWS has been
working for the women students.
Concrete progress has been made in
the past, and it is our hope that
with your help AWS can continue
to carry out the wishes of univer-
sity women students.
the maine
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ideal courses
To the Editor:
During these times of student
questioning and unrest, we, the Stu-
dent-Faculty Committee for an
Ideal Curriculum, would like to let
the students of the University of
Maine know that their interests and
needs are being investigated with
an eye to developing new and mean-
ingful courses. During our first
luncheon meeting of Nov. 20, many
interesting courses were developed.
Some of these are listed below. In
the Department of English some of
the fascinating new courses are Pre-
historic Literature and the Elements
of Decency in Erotic Literature (the
study of Vice Versa); in Sociology:
Statistics of Single Observations,
Sociology of Unstructured Societies
and Interpersonal Relations in Her-
mit Societies and in History: the
History of Pre-Recorded Civiliza-
tion, Pre-Christian Heresies in the
Catholic Church, and History of
Error of the Three Stooges (Coo-
lidge, Harding and Hoover); in
Languages: Pre-Columbian Spanish
and Contemporary Latin Slang; in
Political Science: Public Adminis-
tration in Private Institutions, The
Effect of African Language on Brit-
ish Home Rule, Personal Relations
in Cemetery Management and the
Efficient Organization of Anarchy;
in Music: Harmony in Modern Mu-
sic and in Zoology: Taxonomy of
Amorphous Structures, Biology of
Stones and Miosis in the Amoeba.
We hope that these courses will
prove to be both stimulating and
purposeful to students in their edu-
cational endeavors at the University
of Maine.
Dr. and Mrs. John Hakola
Dr. Charles Major
Thomas Goffrey
Judith E. Bowie
confused
values
To the Editor:
Shortly after having read your
editorial on "Give Us This Day"
in the November 21st issue of the
Maine Campus, I happened to turn
on Monitor Radio. It was an on-
the-spot interview of Watts. Cali-
fornia residents asking them what
letters to the editor
they had to be thankful for at
Thanksgiving time. All seven in a
row, to a person, responded: "I'm
thankful to be alive".
Upon reflection, o n e wonders
whether some of the privileged in
an institution of higher learning may
have their values a bit confused at
times.
William L. Bryan
campus error
To the Editor:
The sisters of Delta Theta chapter
of Alpha Chi Omega are proud of
our two members, elected last spring
to offices in Associated Women Stu-
dents and positions on the Executive
Board. These two members are San-
dy Murphy and Doris Belisle.
Mr. Shevis' article of the Nov. 21
Campus attributes Alphi Chi with
four members of that Executive
Board. We wish to correct his facts,
and to point out that the two girls
are representatives of all the women
students, not their sorority.
Betsy Spruce
Corresponding Secretary
Alpha Chi Omega
misquoted
To the Editor:
While it is commonplace for a
politician these days to claim that
the press has misquoted him, it is
pretty rare for a college professor to
make such a charge. However, after
reading the Campus's article on the
proposed free port at Machias-
port in the Nov. 21 edition, I am
afraid I must lodge such a protest.
The Campus has got me on the
wrong side of the Machiasport issue.
In the article, I was quoted as
defending the oil import quota sys-
tem as being necessary to ensure
domestic oil exploration so that the
U. S. would have adequate oil re-
serves in the event of a military
crisis. Perhaps this defense of the
oil import quotas did have some
legitimacy 20 years ago. But today
the world is drowning in an over-
supply of oil. Furthermore, oil is
being produced in large quantities
in a wide variety of areas all over
the world—Saudi Arabia, Kuwait,
Lib) a. Venezuela. Canada and In-
donesia, as well as Texas, Louisiana
and now Alaska. It is not very likely
that most or all of these widely
dispersed foreign sources of oil
would suddenly become unavailable
in the event of a military crisis.
And so, while I will quietly con-
fess that I am a distant relative of
Sam Houston. there are limits be-
yond which even I cannot go in
defending Texas interests (oil inter-
ests in this case). Consequently,
Viva Machiasport! Down with the
oil import quotas!
Samuel H. Talley
Asst. Professor of Economics
broken habit
To the Editor:
It is not my usual habit to reply
to newspaper editorials, especially
college newspaper editorials; most
of this species of opinion is not
worth the effort. However, your edi-
torial in the Nov. 21 issue of the
Campus entitled "Student Power"
is such a prize example of what is
wrong in American education today
that I can not let it pass into its
rightful oblivion without some com-
ment.
One of the key points in this
article is that "the university is run
for the students" and therefore
"they should have a major say in
how' the university is run". I should
hope that if the author of this re-
markable principle ever needs legal
advice, he will not use the same
argument with his lawyer. While it
is perfectly true that without clients.
there would be no need for lawyers
(just as without students, there
would be no schools) no competent
lawyer would conduct the case ac-
cording to his client's advice.
I think that, in all the excitement,
agitation and confusion surrounding
the issue of student "rights." many
students and faculty have lost sight
of the basic functions, duties and
responsibilities of students, admin-
istrators and teachers. It is not a
question of status, or privilege, or
even levels of maturity, competence
or experience. Of course, most stu-
dents have not reached the level of
maturity or performance demon-
strated by their instructors; this is
why the same standard of behavior
and good judgment is not expected
of students and why the administra-
REMINDER
USED SKI SALE
TOMORROW
AND
SATURDAY
TOTMAN ROOM - MEMORIAL UNION
tion is willing to make allowances
for much of the youthful overen-
thusiasm of would-be reformers and
critics.
Are the majority of students real-
ly so foolish, do they value their
futures so little that they will throw
away the opportunity to improve
their minds and their character over
such a hollow satisfaction as "stu-
dent power?" Power to do what?
To fail perhaps? Do we really want
to return to the time—very long ago
in the human past—when each man
had to learn everything from indi-
vidual experience because we ima-
gine that no one who has lived and
thought before us can teach us any-
thing? This is the arrogance of stu-
pidity. Every young child is con-
vinced he knows more than his
parents.
Rowena Reed
Graduate Student
um incubator
To the Editor:
As is the case with most students
as Thanksgiving approaches. I was
caught up in the usual pre-vacation
blues. This year these blues were
dispelled when I picked up the
BLOW YOURSELF
TO POSTER SIZE
Campus of Nov. 21 and had a
hearty laugh over two letters which
appeared therein.
Mr. Anderson in his letter points
out that Mr. Cobb is indeed a
Colonel and that he did in fact set
up a command post. In the first
place, is Mr. Anderson aware that
Mr. Cobb may not be called Colo-
nel unless it is followed by USA
retired? And in the second place,
is he aware that there is such a
thing as "literary usage?"
Mr. Anderson accuses me of ad-
hering to a doctrine of totalitarian-
ism. The truth of the matter is that
I believe in common sense.
In a truly democratic society. :he
machinery of change runs slowly.
This is to everybody's advantage.
Many students consider it a privi-
lege to be here for four years. They
are aware of the fact that they were
selected.
But most important, they are
aware that they are here to learn
how to live in the complex society
outside this incubator. What makes
them knowledgeable? They know
that at the present the "answer is
nothing." The acquirement of wis-
dom and experience does—this is
done in four years? Are you kidding
me?
Robert J. Smuilin
UP
Get your own Photo poste'. Send any Black and White or
Color Photo. Also any newspaper or magazine photo.
PERFECT POP ART A 525.00 Value for
Poster rolled and rnaded in sturdy
tube. Original returned undamaged.
Add SIX for postage and handling
for EACH item ordered, Add Local
Sales Tax. No C 0.0. Send check
sash nr r,s 3 To
PHOTO MAGIC
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31t4 Ft.-57 50
Frame for 2a3 Ft poster only S3.50
210 E 23rd St. Dept. C-100 New York, N.Y into
Dealer inquiries invited
Now Open Every Evening . . . for
Your Christmas Shopping Convenience
puts the she
into ski togs
"HORIZON" . . . . Contrasting three-color, staggered bor-
der. Two-way zippered front with 3-way convertible collar
Drop-in hood, storm cuffs, self-belted . . . in Small. Medium
and Large. Colors of Turquoise. Navy and Seaweed.
H. M. GOLDSMITH Inc.
Old Town. Maine
This Week's Winning Number: 6319
Last Week's Winner, Stephanie L. Rapson
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Student movement literature compiled
Following is a "wire basket col-
lection of statements about ferment
)n the campus" compiled by Pro-
fessor Emeritus of Philosophy
'harles F. Saw hill Virtue. The
iterature is available or on order
a the Fogler Library.
MAGAZINES:
The Saturday Evening Post
Armstrong. Richard. "The Ex-
plosive Revival of the Far
Left." May 8. 1965.
Luce, Phillip Abbott. "Why I
College Relations Director
c/o Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C. 20008
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Sheraton rooms.
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through Labor Day! Many Sheraton Hotels and Motor Inns offer
student rates during other periods subject to availability at time
of check-in and may be requested.
Sheraton Hotels & Motor Inns 8
LSheraton Hotels and Motor Inns. A Worldwide Service of in
Quit the Extreme Left." May
8, 1965.
Schlesinger, Arthur, Jr. "Joe
College Is Dead." Sept. 21.
1913o.
Rudd, Mark. "It Wasn't Worth
It." Sept. 21, 1968.
Saturday Review
Stretch, Bonnie Barrett. "The
Ordeal of Academic Revolt."
June 15. 1968.
Jennings, Frank G. "The Savage
Rage of Youth." June 15, 1968.
"Students Against the World."
Aug. 17, 1968,
Look
Dunbar. Ernest. "Vanguard of
the Campus Revolt." Oct. 1,
1968.
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Life
Vaughan, Roger. "The Tactic:
Confrontation. The Aim: Dis-
ruption." Oct. 18, 1968.
New York Times Magazine
Etzioni, Amitai. "Confessions of
a Professor Caught in a
Revolution." Sept. 15, 1968.
Psychiatry and Social Science
Review
"University Crisis." July, 1968.
Transaction
Trimberger, Ellen Kay. "What
Order Your
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Jewelers
1 1-1 3 Main St. Bangor
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A SMALL DEPOSIT WILL
HOLD PURCHASE
TIL XMAS
Leonardo would have loved working in our labs.
Any inventive mind would.
You probably already know some-
thing about our inventions,
The pull-tab'
on beverage
cans, for exam-
ple. That's one *
of them.
And the low-
cost convenience
of modern plastics
fabrication. USM
helped lead the way
with improved
injection molding
equipment.
Outer space? c
We're out there
right now in satel-
lites equipped with
our exclusive Har-'
monic Drive preci-`
sion controls.
USM also plays an
important part in making comfortable,
economical, long-wearing footwear
an everyday reality in everyone's life.
But it's what's ahead that's the most
exciting. New
oncepts to
eet the chal-
enges of chemi-
al research,
igh-speed pack-
aging systems,
fastener systems,
and electronic as-
sembly equip-
ment. And more.
How about you?
Do you have a cre-
ative mind and
ant an oppor-
tunity to use it?
re you on your
ay to a degree or
already have one?
Then contact the Per-
sonnel Manager at
USM. The two of you have something
to talk about. A rewarding future.
Ask the Research men from USM.
CI USM CorporationResearch/Systems/Manufacturing
USM Corporation Balch Street, Beverly, Massachusetts 01915 (An e ual opportunity emp/oyer
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Really Happened at Colum-
bia." Sept., 1968.
Yale Alumni Magazine
Brewster, Kingman, Jr. welcome
to class of 1972, Oct., 1968,
Miller, J. Irwin, "Whatever
Happened to the New Jer-
usalem?" Oct., 1968,
Harpers
Fischer. John. "The Case of the
Rebellious Students and their
Counter - revolution." A u g.,
1968.
Ridgeway. James. "Universities
As Big Business." Sept., 1968.
POTPOURRI
The Observer
Ascherson, Neal. "Soviets on
the Campus." May 19, 1968.
Book World
Riesman, David. "Symposium on
Teaching and Student Dissent
and Political Action." Sept. 6,
1968.
The Old Mole
Special Election Issue, Oct. 30,
1968.
SDS New Left Notes
The Weekly Calendar
Clark, James M. Oct. 11, 1968.
AAUP academe
Howe, Harold, May, 1968.
The Maine Alumnus
Virtue, Charles F. June, 1968.
Maine Campus
BOOKS
Avorn, Jerry L. and others. Up
Against the Ivy Wall, Athe-
neum, Oct., 1968.
Barzun, Jacques. The American
University: How it Runs,
Where it is Going. Harper and
Row. Oct., 1968.
Benson, Dennis. The Now Gen-
eration. John Knox, Nov.,
1968.
Carey, James T. The College
Drug Scene. Prentice-Hall
Spectrum, Paperbound, Nov.,
1968.
Eurich, Alvin C., editor. Campus:
1980. Delacourte, Sept., i9o8.
Feuer, Louis S. The Conflict of
the Generations. Basic Books,
Nov., 1968.
Kennan, George F. Democracy
and the Student Left. Atlantic-
Little, Brown; Sept., 1968.
Leonard, George B. Education
and Ecstasty. Delacorte, Oct.
1968.
Ridgeway, James. The Closed
Corporation: American uni-
versities in crisis. Random
House, Oct., 1968.
Riesman, David and lenck s,
Christopher. The Academic
Revolution. Doubleday, 1968.
Roszak, Theodore, editor. The
Dissenting Academy. Pantheon.
Smith, Harry E. Secularization
and the University. John Knox,
Oct., 1968.
Surface, William, The Poisoned
Ivy. Coward
-McCann.
Woodring, Paul. The Higher
Learning in America: A
reassessment. McGraw-Hill.
Coons, Arthur G. Crises in
California Higher Education;
experience under the master
plan and problems of coordina-
tion, 1959 to 1968. The Ward
Ritchies Press, 1968.
Cox, Archibald, Crisis at Colum-
bia, The Cox Commission Re-
port. Vintage Books, Paper-
bound.
Coombs, Philip H. The World
Educational Crisis: a systems
analysis. Oxford University
Press,
McClellan, James E. Towards an
Effective Criticism of Amer&
can Education. J. B. Lippincott,
1968.
Mrs. Maine Club
The Mrs. Maine Club of the Uni-
versity of Maine will hold an in-
formal meeting Dec. 10 at 8 p.m.,
at 9 Forest Ave., Orono.
Further plans for the food sale
and Christmas party will be dis-
cussed, and refreshments will be
served.
Orono, Mai
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Road to Rif ton
Hauck lobby houses
Wexler art exhibit
by Bob Pelletier
Mr. George Wexler whose oil
paintings are now on exhibit in the
lobby of Hauck Auditorium has
participated in over twenty shows:
one-two man shows, competitive
and invitational. His work is present
in at least seven collections in-
cluding those of universities,
museums, and private collections.
Wexler paints both large and mini-
ature landscapes. His paintings in
Hauck are mostly views from roads
or of roads. Mr. Wexler's works dis-
play a strong geometric tendency
with the roads acting as his most
common object with which to attain
perspective. The roads are always
devoid of cars as he wants to show
them as works of art standing alone.
Wexler also has several over-
passes and covered bridges painted
from below which offer some very
Quaker meetings
Sunday
Students and faculty are invited
to attend regular Quaker meetings
for worship beginning Sunday. Dec.
8. Two local Quakers, Robert Cole
and Marshall Gibson, with the co-
operation of the Maine Christian
Association, have arranged meeting
space in the MCA lounge at the
corner of College Avenue and River-
dale. Meeting for worship will be-
gin at 9:15 a.m. on Sunday morn-
ings.
Quakers believe that revelation
and direct communication with God
did not suddenly stop with Paul,
but is possible even now. From this
belief comes the unprogrammed
meeting in which the responsibility
for leading cooperate worship lies
with the worshippers. No preacher
is required because the word of God
may come through any worshipper.
Out of this ability for any wor-
shipper to be a spokesman of God,
however briefly, and out of the be-
lief that each man carries a spark
of Him, c o me s the traditional
Quaker Peace Testimony, and those
beliefs pertaining to equal rights for
all. Quakers were the first to urge
abolition of slavery and to grant
equal rights within the church to
women.
Cancelled
The Friday afternoon coffees for
students and administrators have
been concelled, effective this week,
because of poor student attendance.
If there is sufficient interest, the
coffees may be reinstituted at a later
date.
Gymnastics Club
Upperclassmen should take ad-
vantage of it; phys-ed majors are
encouraged to take it; frosh can take
it for credit in place of their regular
phys-ed class.
The Gymnastics Club meets every
Monday and Thursday from 7-8P.M.
Anyone interested may contact Paul
Stoyell in the Mem. Gym.
interesting shadows and contrasting
lines.
The most impressive single work
in the exhibition is the one entitled
"Road to Rifton." In this painting
he exhibits all the elements of style
mentioned above and exaggerates
geometric design. Especially inter-
esting in this one is the fact that
the road sign on the side of the road
warns unseen drivers of a curve that
is entirely different from the one
depicted on the sign. It is as though
Mr. Wexler is attempting to point
out that an added warning sign will
not change a curve just as he does
not create it but merely recreates
the beauty of it.
Discontinued
The Orono Free Press has dis-
continued publication due to lack of
funds. Anyone wishing to see the
Press in print again, send contri-
butions to: SDS. c/o Memorial Un-
ion, or any Orono Free Press repre-
sentative.
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MARFCW Conference
WAA hosts annual meeting
The Maine Athletic and Recrea-
tion Federation for College Wo-
men (MARFCW) this year held
its annual conference at Lengyel
Hall on Sat.. Nov. 23, 1968.
The MARFCW consists of all
the Women Athletic Associations
(WAA's) in the State of Maine.
Attending the conference were
approximately 40 women repre-
senting Aroostook, Farmington,
and Washington State Colleges,
Bates, Colby, and the University
of Maine.
Publicity among the WAA was
the theme of this year's conference.
Two workshops were featured.
Assistant Professor Alan Miller
of the U. of M. journalism depart-
ment and David Rausen from the
Bangor Daily News were the leaders
of the workshop on persuasive
writing.
The workshop on posters and
bulletin board displays was led by
Ronald Ghiz of the U. of M. art
department and Mrs. Arline
Thomson from the Department of
Public Information and Central
Services.
Horseman's Club
offers care clinic
The University of Maine Horse-
man's Club is offering clinics on
horse care and competition every
two weeks. The clinics meet Tues-
days at 6 p.m. in 140 Little Hall.
The last meeting, held Nov.26,
featured films on U.S. Equestrian
Team Tryouts held in Gladstone,
New Jersey. Thomas Poulin of Hill-
side Farms, Fairfield, Maine nar-
rated the program.
At the Dec. 10 clinic, Poulin will
present films and commentary on
dressage and jumping competition
at the 1968 Olympics in Mexico
City.
The Horseman's Club has offered
four other clinics this semester.
Topics included basic grooming
techniques of the horse, a film pro-
duced by the Appaloosa Horse Club;
a film and lecture on combined
URBAN RENEWAL
The Orono Redevelopment Au-
thority is seeking student views on
urbao renewal and improvement.
All comments should be submitted
to Mat shall Gibson, Orono Re-
development Authority, Town Hall,
Orono.
ranaluesi
SPECIAL —CHOICE SIRLOIN STEAK
FRENCH FRIES
"Select your own steak before we cook it"
— $ 1 . 9 5 —
CATERING TO 1
PRIVATE PARTIES
Hrs. Mon.-Thurs.
Fri.-Sat.
Sunday
7 A.M.-1 A.M.
7 A.M.-2 A.M.
8 A.M.-Midnight
BIJOU
BANGOR
NOW PLAYING
THE PICTURE EVERYONE'S
TALKING ABOUT
MOVE OVER JAMES BOND,
YOU'VE GOT COMPETITION
OM{
JON RINI!' [41.11ARalligoli
UGO .
HEMMING.S411GNAI1L 
ivnt sane No. WOO C•••••••8derirt h..... I
11111 W 0 OM Ca- Gmeraten
+ago; • motor WWI IP IMP
NVIld
0.
•11111111111111111110 Uumewer A Ow, 'on
training, presented by Miss Marshall
Gray; slides and commentary on
Pinto horses, presented by Horse-
man's Club president Roxy Prescott;
and a comparative lecture on human
and horse anatomy, by Dr. Robert
Andrews.
The conference concluded with a
business meeting. Next year's meet-
ing will be held at Aroostook State
College.
Poetry Hour change
The program originally sched-
uled for Poetry Hour, Dec. 10,
Poetry Read to Jazz, has been can-
celled. In its place, Dr. Richard
Emerick, of the department of
anthropology will read from his
own book in progress, Man Of the
Canyon.
The reading will be held in the
main lounge of the Memorial
Union.
HEADQUARTERS FOR
BASS WEEJUNS
for Men and Women
CURRAN CO. Boot Shop
Next to Freese's in Bangor
Fri., Dec. 6—
"GOOD MORNING
MISS DOVE"
with Jennifer Jones
Robert Stack
Sat., Dec. 7—
"SPENCER'S
MOUNTAIN"
with Henry Fonda
Maureen O'Hara
James MacArthur
Special Note: Movie Place
Changed to
100 FORESTRY BUILDING
Time: 7 and 9:30
Admission: 50c
CLINT
EASTWOOD
gives New York
24 hours
...to get
out of
town!
S141 DONS140 iSH • If LEE J. COBB
Tel. #4:.111611 I
Catejq" 7:00 81 9:00
ft
Page Ten
ART SUPPLIES
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
ROOM DECORATIONS
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NOW
June Qrads START A
CAREER IN BANKING
as
BANK EXAMINER AIDES
SALARY $7,200
• Train with foremost banking institutions
• After two years — $9,200
• Promotional opportunities to over $24,000
• Veteran's Administration grants while training
ALL COLLEGE SENIORS ELIGIBLE
Begin July 1, 1969
For further information contact your placement officer or
write to,
NEW YORK STATE BANKING DEPARTMENT
PERSONNEL OFFICE, 100 CHURCH STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y., 10007
PLEASE PRINT
Nwre
Address
College
Interstate Mobil
Special
2 SNOWTIRES STUDDED
Just s 9 95
Normal Price $6.00 apiece
INTERSTATE MOBIL
Next to Stillwater Exit
Head and Hart Skis
Boots - Bindings - Accessories
Parkas - Stretch Pants - Hats
Mitts. Boutique Items
HANSON'S
Ski and Saddle Shop
395 SO. MAIN ST. BREWER
TEL. 942-3279
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Jamaican schools 
UM coed reports
A description of the Jamaican
educational system, which differs
sharply from that of the U.S. or
Maine system, is depicted in a re-
cent letter from University of Maine
senior Eleanor M. Kent of Clinton,
a participant in the International
Farm Youth Exchange (IFYE) pro-
gram.
In a letter to Stacy R. Miller,
IFYE state program leader at the
University of Maine in Orono, Miss
Kent, who is spending six months
on the island of Jamaica in the West
Indies, notes that an all-island ex-
1 everybody'sdoin' it . • •
by Laura Farber
A four day rest and everyone is
back in action again. For most of
us the next three weeks will be
packed with exams, papers, and
projects so the Christmas vacation
will be free to study for finals.
All that hard work deserves some
games so Jack doesn't become a
dull boy.
Friday night Alpha Chi Omega
will have a "Date Night" in their
room in Penobscot Hall from 5 to
7 p.m.
Phi Kappa Sigma will dance to
the sounds of the Sextants Friday
night.
The Inter-Varsity Christian Fel-
lowship will hold an informal get-
together Friday fom 7 to 12.
Cumberland Hall will sponsor a
dance featuring Fire and Ice at
Lengyel Gym Friday night from 8
to 12.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon will hold
their rush party Friday, 8 to 12.
"The Devonsquare Trio" will
play at a combined concert party
at Lambda Chi Alpha, Saturday,
Dec. 7 from 8 to 12
Delta Tau Delta's open house
party will be held Saturday night,
8 to 12.
Strodder Hall will be hosting a
series of activities this Saturday. A
movie, open to everyone, will be
shown in Stodder cafeteria from 7
to 9. Following the movie the dorm
will be open until 11 and a party
in the lounge will last until 12.
Sigma Phi Epsilon will have a
rush party Saturday from 8 to 12
and open house will be 8 to 11.
Interested in Ski equipment? Phi
Mu is having a Ski sale in the Tot-
man room of the Memorial Union
—Friday from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.
and Saturday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Congratulations to: Mar gie
Decker. Orono, pinned to Joe
Cuetara. Tau Epsilon Phi; Gail
Chapma n, North Tonawanda,
N. Y.. pinned to Dennis Foster,
Tau Epsilon Phi; Vicki Harrington,
Alma, Mich. pinned to Craig Ban-
ton, Phi Kappa Sigma; Julie
Tweedie. Farmington State College.
pinned to Brian Hallowell. Phi
Kappa Sigma; Darlene Bassett.
Brewster. Mass., pinned to James
Stoneton. Phi Kappa Sigma; Cathy
Sampson. Westbrook. Me.. pinned
to Steve Broaddus, Phi Kappa
Sigma; Bonnie Veilleux, Alpha
Omicron Pi. pinned to Pete Frend.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon: Gail Covert.
Pi Beta Phi, pinned to Tom Abbott.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Pia Lynne
Varanelli. Little Sisters of Minerva.
pinned to Mike Hanson, Sigma Al-
pha Epsilon; Diane Cassidy pinned
to Scott Smith. Sigma Alpha Epsi-
lon; Peggy Noonan, St. Francis
School of Nursing. N. J., pinned to
Al Sypniewski. Phi Gamma Delta:
Judy Metsola. Phi Mu. pinned to
Steve Carlisle. Phi Gamma Delta;
Margie Wright. Alpha Omicron Pi,
pinned to Dick York. Phi Gamma
Delta; Linda Ouellette, Phi Mu,
pinned to Jim Thibodeau. Sigma
Alpha Epsilon.
Congratulations to: Ruth Web-
ster engaged to David I yon, Dale
Ashman, Delta Zeta, engaged to
Byron Young. Alpha Phi Omega:
Martha Stebbins. Phi Mu. engaged
to Steve Burnham, Kappa Sigma,
Brown University.
Congratulations to Brenda
Mitchell married to Sgt. lames F.
Schaff, U. S Marines.
amination, after five years of pri-
mary schooling, determines whether
Jamaican children will advance to
secondary school or go on to work.
Depending on how well a child
scores on the exam, a student can
receive a full scholarship paying
everything, a partial scholarship
paying only tuition, or by merely
passing the exam, he may attend
"College" or the equivalent of the
U. S. junior and senior high schools,
Miss Kent writes.
Advanced training can be sought
at Jamaica's technical institutes
which train boys and girls vocation-
ally and at the University of the
West Indies or a few teachers' col-
leges.
Two years of academic study and
one year of practical student teach-
ing experience with minimal salary
provide Jamaica with "instant teach-
ers," Miss Kent adds.
The average salary of a teacher
is about $1656 as compared to the
average salary of $1512 for student
teachers who are doing their intern-
ship. "This fact alone reveals a few
problems in the system which are
presently under investigation," she
writes.
Religion plays a large part in the
school program. Students learn the
national anthem, which is in the
form of a prayer, respond to a
national prayer weekly, repeat a
national pledge at the beginning and
end of terms, and on special occa-
sions, sing the national song and
repeat grace before meals, Miss
Kent states.
Primary schools have a tendency
to be overcrowded. One teacher may
have as many as 70 students in one
class with as many as eight students
at one desk.
Most schools are constructed of
reinforced concrete blocks, usually
with one open wall to let in the sun-
shine and fresh air. During the
heavy torrential rainy season, the
months of October and March, most
primary schools do not function.
Miss Kent, the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Kent of Clinton,
left in September for Jamaica and
will return to the States in March,
1969.
Panel discussion
A panel discussion on the GI
sponsored by Students for a Demo-
cratic Society will be held Sunday
Dec. 8, at 7:30 p.m. in the Main
Lounge of the Memorial Union.
Speakers will include a member
of the New England Resistance, a
former member of Resistance in the
Army (1211A), Vietnam veterans,
and an active duty Gl.
teat
UNWANTED HAIR
Solely Intelligently
Permanently
Raciposnattc short wave
method removes ugly
unwanted hair Permanently
Consultation Free
Cal for Appointment Today
DOCTORS OSPIESSMCIPS
SHIRLEY SCHNEIDER
eLecraoLvere specoriLesv
Cal 942-0781
allOW" 
CIVIL ENGINEERING
SENIORS!
YOUR FUTURE CAN BE IN TRANSPORTATION!
Our expanding transportation engineering
program includes an annual 1/2 billion dollars in
highway construction.
No Exam -Tuition refunds for Graduate Study.
See our recruiter on December 10. Visit your
Placement Office Now for brochures and SIGN UP to hear
the full story, or write to:
Director of Manpower
NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
State Campus Building 5, Albany, New York 12226
Diamonds
jewelers
Since
1895
Vary in Degree of Perfection,
Color, Cutting and Value
Your Diamond Should be
a Precious Gem of
Timeless Beauty
Rogers
Store, Inc.
10 Broad St., Bangor, Maine
KNITTING MILLS FACTORY OUTLET STORE
BUY SWEATERS FROM OUR FACTORY STORE
AND SAVE UP TO 50%
Do IOUR CHRISTMAS GIFT RIIIING NOW—We have a lot
selection of styles and colors in Shetland Virein Wool. Ca%hme
Alpaca and Orlon. In Crew and V-Necks. Pullovers and Cardigan
OPEN SUNDAYS 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Open Monday thru Saturday 7 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Bee Herber Reed — Monty of /rime Porldng — Brewer, Aire.
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Mini-tackle Paul Dulac
named '69 grid captain
Almost no one was surprised
when it was announced last week
that George Paul Dulac of Augusta
had been elected captain of the
1969 University of Maine varsity
football team—unless it was Paul
himself.
Most observers of the athletic
scene at the university had freely
predicted that at some time before
he graduated, Paul Dulac would
lead the Black Bear football team.
UM head coach Walter Abbott
said of Dulac after his election last
week. "the football players here
have looked to Paul since his first
days on campus. He is a great
leader and fine competitor and the
players have looked toward him
for inspiration since he broke in
with the club."
Paul himself expressed some sur-
prise when elected by his teammates
for the honor. "When your own
teammates think enough about you
to elect you captain, then it's really
an honor," says the 5-11. 206-
pound defensive tackle who will be
a senior next year.
A small man playing in a big
man's league, Paul more than makes
up for his lack of size at a defen-
sive tackle position with his quick-
ness, agility and endurance. In the
Yankee Conference Paul probably
is the smallest starting defensive
tackle. The defensive tackles in the
conference average out at 227
pounds per man.
However, this past season Paul
once again led all interior linemen
on the Black Bear squad in tackles,
being credited with 39 unassisted
tackles and 28 assists. It was the
second straight year that Dulac has
led the team in this category.
Coach Abbott says Paul has two
attributes which more than make
up for the lack of size. He lists
them as spirit and the ability to read
offensive blocks. This ability to
read blocks and his physical
strength probably accounted for the
fact that Paul was able to throw
opposing quarterbacks behind the
line six times during the 1968 cam-
paign.
Paul played football at Cony
High of Augusta for three years and
as a senior was captain of the team.
Also as a senior he was awarded the
Lanny Cooper lineman trophy and
was named the most valuable player.
He is already looking forward to
the next football season with two
specific goals in mind: to lead the
Bears to a winning season and to
play on a U-M club which wins a
game away from home; neither of
which has been accomplished by
Maine since 1965.
Knowing Paul, it's a good bet
he'll realize both ambitions—and
more.
Folger's skiers
plan comeback
University of Maine varsity ski
coach Philip "Brud" Folger would
like to win back the Maine State
Championship and improve on his
club's third place finish in Division
Two of the Eastern Intercollegiate
Ski Association during the 1968-69
campaign.
Bear skiers had won the Maine
State title nine straight years before
Colby ended the UM domination
last season.
But inexperience is still a large
factor for the current edition of
UM's snow slopes contingent. Fol-
ger has only four lettermen back
and although he feels there is some
good sophomore talent, it is still
untested.
Lettermen are Gary Ackendorf,
a junior, who specializes in the al-
pine events; Stephen Dawson, also
a junior, who performs in cross
country and the jumps; Bob Hatch,
a senior, who participates in the
alpine events and the ski jumps; and
Darrell Quimby, another junior,
who is entered in cross country.
Sophomores who may help are
Jeff Hale in the alpine events, Rich
Garrett in alpine, and Dick Scribner
in all four events.
Bill Orr and Skip Jones could
also help in the alpine events, ac-
cording to Folger.
SPECIALS FOR
CHRISTMAS
—0—
Small Appliances
Toasters Blenders
Coffee Percolators
Hand Mixers
Steam Irons
Eiectric Knives
— NEVER UNDERSOLD —
MAINE S /./RGEST
NORTH MAIN OW TOWN
Folger is being assisted this sea-
son by Bob Holmes, a graduate stu-
dent who captained the Norwich
ski team. Holmes is concentrating
particularly in the Nordic events.
Other squad members are David
Carter, Scott Leighton, Jim Nesbitt,
Frank Phillips, Dean Ridley, and
James Thibodeau.
Sixteen freshmen are vying for
berths on the Bears' frosh team. Due
to the lack of snow the freshmen
haven't had a chance to demonstrate
their talents. but Folger notes, "on
paper we have the makings of a real
strong freshman club."
The season opens Jan. 10 at the
Farmington State Cup Race.
Sports Calendar
December 7
—Varsity basketball at Assump-
tion (8:15)
—Wrestling hosting Bowdoin
(2:00)
—Rifle at Dartmouth (9:00)
A A "
Dulac led all interior
linemen in tackles for the
second straight year.
Gene Benner
receives
AP honor
Record-setting UNI receiver Gene
Benner was one of four Yankee
Conference football players to re-
ceive an honorable mention berth
on the Associated Press Little All-
America football team announced
Monday in New York.
Benner, called "the best end in
the Yankee Conference" by coach
Walt Abbott, caught 36 passes for
549 yards and three touchdowns this
past season. With two-year totals of
80 receptions and 1130 yards, the
junior from Auburn needs only 17
more catches for 359 yards to es-
tablish New England major college
marks in both categories. Benner. a
hurdler in track competition, sets
a university record every time he
catches a football.
Other Yankee Conference players
to receive honorable mention were
Vinnie Clements and Ben De-
Genova of Connecticut and Vince
Martino and Bill Phillips of New
Hampshire.
Intramural
Students interested in intramural
hockey should contact Jim Nesbitt
or sign up in the Physical Education
office.
• • •
Interested students may sign up
for intramural boxing. The group
meets Monday. Tuesday, and
Thursday in the Boxing Room of
Memorial Gym.
* * *
The annual intramural indoor
track meet will be held Dec. 14 at
1 p.m in the Field House.
Participants should sign up in the
Phys. Ed. office and begin working
out as soon as possible.
with
its new collection of
party wear and gift ideas
,
Athletes honored
at awards banquet
Paul Dulac of Augusta, a two-
year starter at middle guard and
defensive tackle, will lead the Uni-
versity of Maine's football squad
next season.
The election of the 5-11 206-
pounder was announced November
25 at the annual awards banquet
for UM fall sports competitors. A
total of 149 athletes and seven
managers received varsity "M" let-
ters or freshman numerals in foot-
ball, soccer, and cross country.
Doug Hoy was named captain of
the 1969 UM soccer team. Jeff May
captains the cross country outfit.
Honorary freshman captains were
also announced: Chris Bovie for
cross country, Jim Hayes and Joe
LeVasseur for football, and Steve
Scogland for soccer.
Special awards were presented to
Steve Turner as individual state
champion in cross country, and Don
Morse as winner of the University's
fall golf tournament.
Scoreboard
Basketball
—New Hamp,hire 98—Maine 80
--UNH Frosh 96—Maine Frosh
93
INTERVIEWS for:
Sales and
Sales Management
Training Program
This Program is designed to develop young college
graduates for careers in life insurance sales and
sales management. It provides an initial training
period of 3 months (including ? weeks at a Home
Office School) before moving into full sales work.
Those trainees who are interested in and who are
found qualified for management responsibility are
assured of ample opportunity to move on to such
work in either our field offices or in the Home Office
after an initial period in sales.
Aggressive expansion plans provide unusual op-
portunities for those accepted.
Arrange with the placement office for an inter-
view with:
Richard M. Boyd, C.L.U.
December 9, 1968
Connecticut Mutual Life
INSURANCE COMPANY • fiAR I I-()RU
The Blue Chop Company • Srocc I 84h
Join the Fun!
Enter the
Guilford Sewing
Contest Today
Cash Prizes!
Guillord Is A
Coin Bonded
Fabric Which
Means
Guaranteed
Dry Cleanable
CONTEST DEADLINE
is Dec. 15th
Get Your
Entry Blank
- at -
PATS SEW & KNIT
47 Center St.
OLD TOWN
Your Complefe
Sewing Center
Hours: Mon.-Sot. 9 :30-5 :00
Ese till 9
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UNH yearlings
slide by Cubs
The New Hampshire frosh cashed
in on a 19 point bulge in free
throws Monday to edge the Maine
freshman basketball team 96-93 at
Durham, N.H.
The Cubs netted 38 shots from
the floor to 30 for the home team,
but scored only 17 points from the
foul line as compared with 36 for
the UNH yearlings.
Before the game Freshman coach
Skip Chappelle said that he was
amazed by the depth of his squad.
Of the 19 players on the team, the
coach feels 11 or 12 could start.
Among the top prospects on the
MANHATTAN TROPHIES
Manufacturers and
Distributors of
Maine's Largest
Assortment of Trophies
Engraving of AU Types
9 May St. Bangor, Me.
Tel. 942-6464
invites you
to shop now
for
CHRISTMAS
and
pay later
freshman team are Derek Chris-
topherson, a 6-3 forward; Mark
Johnson, a 6-5 center; Bill Barnum,
a 6-3 forward; John Sterling, a 6-5
center who paced the Cubs with 22
points against UNH; and guards
Paul Bessey (511), Marc Crouch
( 6-2), and Mark Sweetland (6-0).
Other members of the squad in-
clude: forwards Gary Cole, Gary
Dwyer, Tom Gleason. Steve Morse,
Line Page, Bruce Stinson. John
Stanley; and guards Allen Hunter,
Glenn Mason, Bill Mayo, Greg
Perron, Allen Livingston; Lohn
Wright.
GYMNASTICS
Students interested in gymnastics
should report to the main gym in
Memorial Gymnasium each Mon-
day and Thursday from 7-8.
Contact Coach Stoyell for further
information.
'68-'69
Hoopsters tall and green
Bears drop opener to UNH
varsity
by Steve Thompson and
Russ Potter
The 1968-69 hoop Bears are
rangier than in past seasons but
they are awfully green. The basic
weakness of the Maine varsity
basketball team is lack of experi-
ence.
In the season-opener Monday
night in the University of New
Hampshire's newly dedicated gym-
nasium, the Bears' inexperience
showed as they shot poorly and
lost to UNH 98-80.
THIBODEAU'S VIP
BARBER SHOP
Specializing
in:
HAIR COLORING
HAIRPIECES
STYLING
RAZOR CUTTING
RETOUCHING 
Come down to
35 North Main St.
OLD TOWN
or call g27-5531
let
JADE EAST'
say the word
for you
Give him Jade East,
the classic
gift of elegance
that says he's
dashing, exciting,
your kind of man.
Jade East Cologne
from $3.00;
After Shave from
$2.50; Cologne & After
Shave Gift Set, $5.50.
as an alternate
fragrance, try lade East
Coral and Jade East
Golden Lime. All are
available in a complete
collection of masculine
grooming essentials.
SWANK, lee.—
Sole Distributor
p4
The Black Bears are a young
club. Only four lettermen returned
from last year's 7-17 outfit. Three
seniors are back with five juniors
and a like number of sophomores
out the squad. The loss of veteran
Greg Burns, who left the team to
concentrate on his books, has
definitely hurt.
"We're going to start with as
much experience as possible but if
things don't jell, we'll substitute
early and freely." said basketball
coach Gib Philbrick as his forces
prepared for the New Hampshire
game.
Monday night Philbrick started
an experienced fivesome. Lettermen
Jim Stephenson, Hugh Campbell,
and Russ Vickery were up front
with two transfer students, Marshall
Todd and Mike Hanson, in the
backcourt. The tallest man in this
combine is Campbell at 6-4.
When size is needed. Philbrick
can come in with Mike Wolford. a
6-7 transfer from UMP. and soph-
omores Dennis Stanley ( 6-6) and
Bob Chandler (6-5) at the center
and corner positions as he did Mon-
day against UNH. With this unit
Stephenson drops back to guard.
Iwo more sophomores. Ernie
Dobbs ( 6-5) and Dick Blake ( 6-4 ),
provide sizeable if inexperienced
front court depth.
M-w inner Mike McGuire is the
only experienced back-up guard.
Sophomores Carroll Lee and Lam
Rioux round out the backcourt
corps.
After a pre-Thanksgiving scrim-
mage with MIT the new Maine
hoop coach said that the team is
looking better defensively but its
offense has been working in spurts.
The Bear offense sputtered against
New Hampshire. After battling on
nearly even terms for most of the
first half, the Wildcats blew to a
51-38 half time lead. Maine closed
the gap to seven in the second half
only to have the host team jump
to an 18 point bulge.
Team captain Jim Stephenson
lead Maine's scorers with 22 while
Hugh Campbell hauled down 17
rebounds and tallied 17 points. The
Bears out-rebounded UNH 66-59,
but hit only 27 of 81 shots from the
floor for 32.1 per cent. The home
team shot at a 41.8 clip on 33 of
79.
The Bears were also plagued by
numerous and untimely turn-overs.
giving the ball to their opponents
without getting off a shot.
New Hampshire's win over Maine
further clouds the Yankee Confer-
ence picture. Connecticut and
Rhode Island. perennial power-
houses, lost their big men to grad-
uation and must depend on trans-
fers in key positions. Massachusetts
is rated by the experts as the top
team. but Vermont returns four
starters and New Hampshire has
recovered from it horrendous 1-22
season. Maine's young team has
dark horse potential.
Defending state titlist Bowdoin,
coming off the finest season in its
hoop history, look to be the class
of the State Series, but the Polar
Bears face threats from Bates and
Maine.
Despite the opening game loss to
UNH. Maine's varsity basketball
team has the potential to give any
opponent a stubborn battle once
the Bears get a few games under
their belts, according to Philbrick.
But in the early going lack of ex-
perience will hurt.
Orono, Maine, December 5, 1968
Maine's basketball bears will try again Saturday night,
in an away game against Assumption College. Kneeling, left
to right, are assistant coach Tom "Skip" Chappelle, captain
Jim Stevenson, Hugh Campbell, and coach Gilbert "Gil"
Philbrick. Standing. same order, are manager Chester Hub-
bard, Carroll Lee. Laurent Rioux, Russ Vickery, Bob Chand-
ler, Mike Wolford, Dennis Stanley, Ernie Dobbs, Dick
Blake, Marshall Todd. Mike Hanson, Mike McGuire, and
trainer Wes Jordan.
FOR EVERYTHING IN
MUSIC
VISIT
ANDREWS
MUSIC HOUSE
118 MAIN ST. BANGOR
Tel. 942-4858
BANGOR-MERRIFIELD OFFICE SUPPLY
Complete Office, School, and Drafting Supplies
14 State Street Bangor
THE KNIT NOOK
72 Columbia St. Bangor
Phone 942-8046
I 4
• SEE OUR FINE SELECTION OF NEW IARNs
Open 9:30-5:00 Monday-Saturday
Bangor Letter Shop
Theses Typed and Multilithed
Fast Service on
Bulletins, Flyers, Letters, Invitations, Announcements
80 COLUMBIA STREET BANGOR
Tel. 945-9311
BREWER AUCTION ROOMS
Thousands of Books, All Kinds Fiction, Text, Reference
at low prices
Always a Large Selection of Chairs, Beds, Desks,
Appliances, Bureau', Tables at low, low prices
ALWAYS A LARGE SELECTION OF ANTIQUES
FOR THAT MEANINGFUL GIFT
End of Toll Bridge 9 Wilson St., Brewer, Me.
Tel. 942-8563 Open Everyday 9 to 9
Youngs Camera Center
COMPLETE LINE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES
AND DARKROOM AIDS
Student Discount of 10% with I.D.
Except Film and Flash Bulbs
WESTGATE MALL ACROSS FROM SOUTH CAMPUS
BANGOR, MAINE TeL 947.7252
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